


Design Example

This sample design is for a 4-1/4" full depth Grid
Peinforced Deck. A36 steel is used,  main grid
I-beams are spaced 6" c/c and are oriented
transverse to traffic. Stringer spacing is 7.5' and
the stringer flange js  12"; therefor S = 7.5 -0.50

(or 7.0'). In this example a  1-3/4"  integrally poured
overfill  is used;  1-1/4"  is counted in determination of
section properties and the top i/2'[ js considered
sacrificial. n  = 8.

The net section properties,  in inches3/ft are:
Top steel = 2.924                      Bottom steel = 3.348

The composite section properties in inches3/ft with
n = 8 are:

Positive: St = 60.468 (conc)    Sb = 4.784 (steel)
Negative: St = 3.055 (steel)    Sb = 50.095 (conc)

The theoretical dead load of steel grid and concrete,
inc[udjng  1-3/4"  overfill,  is  82.8  lb/f2.

The grid floor is continuous over three or more
supports, so the design moments are calculated
using a continuity factor of 0,8. An impact factor of
0.3 is used. Thus:
MLL+I    ={zngF2it6xt.3xO.8     =4.68Ok.fvft

MDL          =  (0.062 X 7.002/8)O.8            = 0.304  k-fvft
Mws         = (0.021  X7.002/8)O.8            =O.103 k-fvft
The stresses are calculated as follows:
Positive:

Steel:               fLL+  I    =4.680x l2/4.784   =  11.739
fDL         =0.304xl2/3.348     =1.09o
fws        =O.103X12/4.784     =0.258

fsteel  (ksi)  =  13.087

Concrete:       fLL+  I    =4.680x 12/60.468   =0.929
fws       =0.103xl2/60.468   =0.02o

fconc (ksi)  = 0.949
Negative:

Steel: fLL +  I    = 4.680 x 12/3.055   =  18.383
fDL         =0.304xl2/2.924     =1.248
fws        =O.103xl2/3.055     =0.405

fsteel (ksi)  = 20.036

Concrete:       fLL+I    =4.680xl2/50.095   =1.121
fws        =0.103X12/50.095   =0.025

fconc  (ksi)  =  1.146

All stresses meet the allowable limits of i.600 ksi for
concrete and 20 ksi for A36 steel. The design is
therefore satisfactory.

Component Shapes

ln determination of deck section
modulus, steel members are
broken down into component
shapes. Here a 5-3/16"  I-beam js
shown. Black areas represent
fabrication slots.

Determination of Effective Width of slab Using a
Grid Reinforced Concrete Bridge Deck

7" deck,  5-3/16"  grid +  1 -13/16"  overfill,

less  1/2" sacrificial wearing course

therefore, t = 6.5" and  12t = 78"

The above formula is applicable for full  and half
depth designs with overall deck thickness (from
bottom of steel grid  I-beam to top of overfill) of 7`'.

Note: 78" effective width assumes 1/4 of stringer
length, and c/c of stringers, exceeds 78".

Area of Fleinforcement

All cross bars are counted across the entire 78"
width  in  positive  moment.

NOTE: The information contained  herein has been prepared in accordance with
generally accepted engineering principles. However, the  Bridge Grid  Flooring

Manufacturers Association is not responsible for any errors that may be contained
herein. The user of the  information provided  herein should check the information

supplied and make an independent determination as to its applicability to any
particular project or application.


